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VBAS Highlights for September
Public Programs for September
Our next member’s meeting will be held on Friday, September 19th at 7 PM.
Our own Walt Langley will be speaking about Amateur Ste!ar Spectrometry.
VBAS Member Meetings are held on the 3rd Friday of each month at 7 PM;
they're open to the public and are free.
Regular planetarium programs are held on Saturdays at 7:30 PM. This month,
we continue a year-long series on the planets and other bodies of our Solar
System with two family-friendly shows on Pluto, on September 6th and 13th.
On the 20th, meteorologist Dan Satterfield will present a planetarium program
about global warming. Astronomy Day will be held on the 27th, from 11 AM to
11 PM. Admission to planetarium shows is free for VBAS Members, $5.00 for
Adults, $3.00 for Students, and free for children under 6. Observation of the
night sky through various telescopes normally follows each planetarium
program, weather permitting.
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Terry Owens filled in for me and took minutes of the last member meeting.
Thanks, Terry! You can read them on page 9.
Steve Sloan
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President’s Message
by John Young
I’d like to first welcome those that have recently joined our Society. We’re glad to have you
aboard! These are exciting times for our group. Our
membership is currently at one of its highest levels
in years. Much of that not only comes by way of
our history, facilities and outreach programs, but
also through advertising.
The word has gotten out that VBAS is the
place to be in northern Alabama for all things astronomy. In addition to our website, we regularly
advertise our programs and special events in local
print media. However, one of the most useful
forms of communication is word of mouth. I’d like
to encourage each of you to invite a friend, family
member, or coworker to one of our planetarium or
observing events. You may be surprised to find that
many have become bored with television and video
games, tired of the bar and grill scene, or just plain
worn out from work or school and have been looking for something stimulating to do on Friday or
Saturday nights or on other occasions – VBAS may
be just the thing.
One key project I’ve asked our resident astronomer and student director to develop is a
member-centric observing program, especially for
our young people. I can’t quote specific numbers,
but a summary glance of our roster shows quite a

few family memberships. I would gather that there
are a number of young people of varying ages in our
Society who have yet to explore the skies, attend a
member’s meeting, or take advantage of our extensive library as part of a school project or just to fill
their eager minds. I would expect that we’ll see the
first steps of this young member’s initiative take
place in October which is just the right time with
cooler and drier Fall weather, an earlier setting Sun,
and an increasingly active and dedicated group of
Society members. It’s no surprise that the catalysts
that essentially started our Society were two teenagers – Wernher von Braun’s passion for space was
sparked by astronomy after receiving a telescope as
a gift at age thirteen and helped build an observatory at age sixteen while attending the Lietz boarding school in Spiekeroog, Germany. That spark was
rekindled as a flame a quarter of a century later by
a fifteen year-old Huntsville high school student,
Sammy Pruitt. The rest is history, so to speak.
Keep an eye on upcoming Via Stellaris’, the website, and let’s get our children looking to the stars!

Director of Facilities Vacancy

including myself willing to support the new Director. The members of the standing nominating
committee can answer further questions about the
job. Please contact us as this is a great opportunity
to support the society and the community.
Contacts: Richard Norman, Melissa Snider,
Eric Johnson, Doug Horacek, and Jared Cassidy.

by Richard Norman
The remainder of the term of Director of Facilities is now vacant. As a former Director, Ken
Farnell has agreed to mentor any new recruits that
would like to take on this very important board
position. There are also several active members

Warm regards and clear skies,
John G. Young
VBAS President

Donations for Scholarship in Memory of Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger
by Richard Norman
VBAS is collecting individual contributions to
make a VBAS group donation to the UAH von
Braun Scholarship as a memoriam to Dr. Ernst
Stuhlinger. Contributions can be sent to the VBAS
PO Box or given to Sara, VBAS treasurer. The
scholarship fund was one way the family requested

that donations be made, and it is inline with the
VBAS education goals. We are setting a due date of
October 17, so that the board has time to tally the
numbers and present the check to UAH by Friday,
October 24th.
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The Night Sky for September, 2008
Here is the view at 9 PM in mid September, 2008, at 34° N Latitude, 86° W Longitude. Jupiter (the “4”-like
symbol) will be high overhead in Sagittarius. The outer planets, Uranus (ball and up arrow symbol), Neptune
(trident symbol), and Pluto (“PL” symbol) will also be high in the sky, and visible through a telescope.
Map courtesy of John Walker and YourSky (http://www.fourmilab.to/yoursky/).
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VBAS Calendar of Events
Friday, September 5th, 2008, 7:30 PM
Observer’s Evening
Presented by Doug Horacek
This will be the first regular observer’s evening. Doug will
be there at 5:30 PM to set up, and the waxing moon will
set about 10 PM. If the sky is cloudy, there will be
discussion and a planetarium presentation about the
seasonal Messier objects. For more information call Doug
at 772-6788.

Saturday, September 6th and 13th, 2008, 7:30 PM
Planetarium Show: Exploring Pluto
Join us for a family-friendly program to explore the
recently demoted former planet known as Pluto, in the
VBAS Planetarium as part of our year-long exploration of
our Solar System! Weather permitting, we'll be viewing the
night sky afterwards through one or more of VBAS's
powerful
telescopes,
too.

Pluto and its moons, Charon,
Nix, and Hydra. (Image credit:
M. Mutchler, A. Stern, and
the HST Pluto Companion
Search Team, ESA, NASA)
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Callisto will end at 7:38 PM CDT. It should be just dark
enough to witness this event with the C16. Call Doug at
772-6788 for more information.

Thursday, September 11th, 2008, starting before 7 PM
Mars and Venus Conjunction Event
Location: Fields south of the UAH Optics Building
Watch Venus pass 18 minutes of arc above Mars. The
telescope should be able to show them together under
high power. Doug will set up between 4:30 and 5 PM, in
the same UAH field as last time. (See the UAH campus map
below.) Hopefully the weather will cooperate this time.
Call Doug at 772-6788 for more information.

Friday, September 19th, 2008, 7 PM
Regular Monthly Meeting
After a short pizza social and marketplace swap meet we’ll
discuss pertinent society business before moving on to our
program. Our own Walt Langley will make a presentation
on Amateur Stellar Spectrometry. This is a rapidly growing
area of amateur astronomy. The meeting will focus on the
practical aspects of obtaining and processing stellar and
solar spectra. You are encouraged to bring your laptop, if
you would like to follow along with the processing
demonstrations. Software and sample spectra will be
provided. Come out and learn about this interesting topic
and, as always, visitors are welcome to our members’
meetings.

Saturday, September 13th & 20th, 2008, 3:30-5:30 PM
Planetarium Presenter Training Sessions
Sunday, September 7th, 2008, starting before 7 PM
Observer’s Evening: Double Jupiter Transit

Training includes operation of the star projector and other
audio-visual equipment, set-up and operation of the VBAS
solar telescopes, and an introduction to the curriculum
Presented by Doug Horacek
Watch Io and Callisto pass in front of the face of Jupiter. materials provided by the Night Sky Network.
Callisto will transit first, at 7:12 PM. Io will join and

Optics Building
Observing Field

UAH Campus
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Saturday, September 20th, 2008, 7:30 PM
Planetarium Show: Global Warming
Presented by Dan Satterfield
Join WHNT chief meteorologist Dan Satterfield for a talk
on global warming. Weather permitting, we'll be viewing
the night sky afterwards through one or more of VBAS's
powerful telescopes, too.

Saturday, September 27th, 2008, 11 AM to 11 PM
Astronomy Day
Telescopes, Planetarium shows, Model rockets and more!
Special guest Roger Reid, author of Space, a brand new
book for middle school age children, set in the Swanson
The relative sizes of the largest trans-Neptunian objects as
Observatory and Monte Sano State Park. Mr. Reid will be compared to Earth. (Image credit: NASA, updated by Wikimedia
autographing his books. From 6 to 9 PM, we’ll have
Commons)
special guest speakers, and we’ll open up the telescopes
around 8 PM.
Saturday, October 18th & 25th, 2008, 3:30-5:30 PM

Planetarium Presenter Training Session
Saturday, October 4th, 11th, & 25th, 2008, 7:30 PM
Training includes operation of the star projector and other
Planetarium Show: Exploring Asteroids and audio-visual equipment, set-up and operation of the VBAS
Kuiper Belt Objects
solar telescopes, and an introduction to the curriculum
Join us for a family-friendly program to explore the Solar
System’s smaller objects, in the VBAS Planetarium as part
of our year-long exploration of our Solar System! Weather
permitting, we'll be viewing the night sky afterwards
through one or more of VBAS's powerful telescopes, too.

Ida and Dactyl: Asteroid and Moon (Image credit: Galileo
Project, JPL, NASA)

materials provided by the Night Sky Network.

Friday October 24 - Saturday October 25, 2008
Fifth Annual Volunteer State Star Party
Location: Meriwether Lewis Observatory Dark Sky
Site, Summertown, Tennessee
Presented by Eric Johnson
VBAS member Eric Johnson is opening up his dark sky
site in Southern Tennessee for a weekend of observing,
good food, and plenty of hospitality. The site is in Lewis
C o u n t y, Te n n e s s e e , b e t w e e n Ho h e n w a l d a n d
Summertown. This is a very dark sky site, as people found
out last year under crystal clear skies. Primitive camping
and facilities are on site. It is free to all astronomers near
and far. Don't forget your scope. RSVP Eric Johnson at
ejohnso4@yahoo.com.
...And as always, for the most up-to-date information
about VBAS events, be sure to check the web site at
vbas.org.
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The Student’s Corner

Program is NASA’s way of inspiring students to get a
degree in scientific fields of work. The students were
selected by NASA and lived in the UAH dorms. For
In July, the Von Braun Astronomical Society pareight weeks they worked on various NASA projects
ticipated at a Cub Scout rocket launch held at the
at Marshall Space Flight Center.
Life South building on Drake Avenue. Several VBAS
members, including myself, helped Cub Scouts ages
10 and under earn their astronomy belt loop. We assisted kids as they learned the planets of the solar
system and the life cycle of stars. The Cub Scouts
also launched rockets made out of 2 liter coke bottles. I was able to interview a boy named Hunter. He
was nine years old and had learned for the first time
that NASA was developing a future rocket. His most
favorite activity was the coke bottle rocket launching.
by David Lo's

Inspire Program members, left to right: Alok Patel,
Brian Tremer, Cheyenne Flood, Megan Owen

Hunter: age 9
At the Cub Scout event, a group of high school
students helped at our booth. They were part of
what is known as the Inspire Program. The Inspire

Cosmic Corn Maze
by Melissa Snider
Rippavilla Plantation near Nashville is hosting
an astronomy-themed “Cosmic Corn Maze” September 11 through November 2. Special stargazing
nights will be held September 25-26, October 2-3,
and October 30-31. Call (931) 486-9037 to verify.
Map and coupon:
http://www.rippavilla.org/cornmaze.asp
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HIGHLIGHTED BOOK

by Terry Owens

As promised, each month I will showcase a book
Your librarian has been very busy cataloging do- from our library. The month’s highlight is called The
nated books and getting them ready to be shelved. Restless Sun by Donat G. Wentzel.
I’ve purchased label protectors and dust jacket covers to cover paper jackets so that our collection remains in great shape. So far, eighteen books have
been cataloged and are ready to be checked out. I’ve
listed the titles and author’s names below:
• Space Travel, A History by Wernher von Braun
• Entering Space: Creating a Spacefaring Civilization by
Robert Zubrin
• Portfolio of Lunar Drawings by Harold Hill
• Astronomy Before the Telescope by Christopher
Walker
• The Dark Night Sky by Donald D. Clayton
• Wernher von Braun, Crusader for Space, A Biographical
Memoir by Ernst Stuhlinger
Astrophotography
for the Amateur by Michael Cov•
ington
• Sky In a Bottle by Peter Pesic
• The Star Guide, A Unique System for Identifying the
Brightest Stars by Steven L. Beyer
• Making Friends with the Stars; A Guide for Teachers and
Parents by David and Wendee Levy
• On Mars, Exploration of the Red Planet, 1958-1978 by
Edward and Linda Ezell
• Stars and Outer Space Made Easy by Carlos S. Mundt
• Early Astronomy by Hugh Thurston
• The Sun in the Church, Cathedrals as Solar Observatories by JL Heilbron
• Color and Light in Nature by David K Lynch
• Glossary of Astronomy and Astrophysics by Jeanne
Hopkins
• The Geology of the Terrestrial Planets by Michael H
Carr
• The Backyard Astronomer's Guide by Terence Dickinson

Using plenty of data and illustrations, noted astronomer and teacher Donat G. Wentzel presents an
informative portrait of our closest star. Going beyond physical description, Wentzel gives the reader a
broad perspective on contemporary solar science.
Can we predict how changes in the Sun will influence
life on earth? Is our Sun a “typical” star? Can our investigation of the Sun enrich our understanding of
more distant stars and of cosmology? Finally, Wentzel
probes the need to weigh the benefits of solar science against the costs. New technology may soon let
us explore more deeply the fiery interiors of the Sun
and other stars, answering questions that are now
beyond our grasp. Most projects require extensive
advance planning and may take decades to complete.
How can we be sure that such projects are worthwhile? Written for the popular science reader, The
Restless Sun will appeal to everyone intrigued by our
solar system.
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Activity Report on the Swanson 21”
by Jeﬀ Delmas, August 28, 2008
On Sunday, August 17th and again on the 24th, VBAS
members interested in helping with the Swanson 21” telescope met at the observatory for work sessions. The work
party, led by observatory Director Wes Swift, made good
progress on several fronts on the telescope. We determined that prior problems with the DEC axis motor were
due to the length of the control cable. When we put a
shorter cable on it, it worked fine. We did some important
cable routing and fitted the RA and DEC direct axis encoders with its wire harness. Testing showed that the encoders weren’t communicating with the computer, so
there’s still work of that nature left to do.
We worked into the evening and were able to hook up
the society’s Stellacam II video camera to the 21” and focus on Jupiter. Tracking was quite good. While the Stellacam is not ideal for planetary work, we were able to get a
good image by turning down the gain and exposure.
Tom Burleson, Jr. (le') and Wes Swi' tackle improvements
Contact Wes Swift or Jeﬀ Delmas from the Contacts
to the Swanson 21”.
page of our web site if you want to learn how you can
help the eﬀort.

Huntsville Alabama Anime Society Planetarium Show
by Steve Sloan
On Friday, August 22, I hosted a planetarium show
and anime viewing at the VBAS facilities for HAAS, the
Huntsville Alabama Anime Society. For those who don't
know, anime is Japanese animation, typically aimed at
adults. Typical HAAS member ages range from late
teens to late twenties. HAAS holds monthly Extra
events, where they do various activities around town. I
held one previous event for the group last year. I was
disappointed to get a fairly small turnout this time, because we had about twice as many last year. Several people who wanted to come were having health problems,
so that decreased our numbers.
To kick oﬀ the evening, Melissa presented a star ID,
focusing on the constellations and objects featured in
my program, which were Orion, the Dippers, the Pleiades, and the Summer Triangle. She couldn’t stay long,
but I’m glad she was there to help. I followed with a
Powerpoint slide show I had prepared about Japanese
star stories. It included illustrations, short video clips,
and sight gags from anime. Here’s a brief summary. I
spoke a little about Chinese astrology, which was
adopted by Japan. The Japanese and modern Westernized names for Ursa Major and Ursa Minor happen to
sound very similar, with somewhat similar meanings. I
told a love story about Orihime (Vega) and Kengyuu

(Altair) separated by the river of the Milky Way. I spoke
about the many things the Japanese saw in the Pleiades,
which they call Subaru. The Japanese saw many diﬀerent
and interesting things in Orion, including a drum, a kimono sleeve, and a legendary historic battle between
two families, whose family colors were red (Betelgeuse)
and white (Rigel).
After I completed the planetarium show, we started
watching anime shows on the two dome projectors. We
paused to go out and look at Jupiter through the C16,
manned by Doug. It was just clear enough to see Jupiter,
but only for a few minutes. After that, the clouds moved
in to completely cover the sky. Our guests were still impressed by the big guy.
We continued to watch anime with the VBAS folks.
First came a couple of episodes of “Dirty Pair”, about a
couple of wacky female cops in space. After came “Gunbuster”, about a starship and mecha in an interstellar
war, which included some relativistic symbols that
sparked a discussion between Andy and Ethan.
Acknowledgments: Andy Wilson, Melissa Snider,
Doug Horacek, and Ethan Chew. If I forgot anyone, I
apologize. Thanks to everybody who helped. You made
it a very successful night.
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by Terry Owens
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coming training dates are September 13, 27, October 11
and 25.
Melissa also announced that Astronomy Day was tentatively set for October 4. This date may change pending
Lonnie Puterbaugh’s schedule. This event is free to the
public. Anyone interested in helping organize this event
should come to the initial planning meeting on Thursday,
August 21 at 7:00-8:30 pm in the Education building at the
US Space and Rocket Center.
Eric Johnson announced the Volunteer State Star
Party located at his family farm will be the nights of October 24 and 25. This event is free and BBQ will be provided at no cost. Directions and other pertinent info will
be on the VBAS website.
John announced the following events: The Return to
the Moon Family Night will be September 6 at 10 pm.
Info will be on the VBAS website and in the Via Stellaris.
The HATS STEDTRAIN Seed Grant Awards Ceremonies will be August 21 at 4:30 PM at the Grey Research
facility, located at 655 Discovery Dr. The featured speaker
will be Austin W. Boyd of SAIC. On September 9, HATS
will hold the Professional of the Year Awards and Dinner
at the Alabama Space and Rocket Center. Reception starts
at 5:30, dinner at 6:30. One of our founding VBAS members, Dave Christensen, will be guest speaker.
Susan Weber of Hayes Preserve has oﬀered VBAS
members a dark place to do nighttime observing on the
Preserve property. Details are being worked out and will
be forthcoming.
John asked for everyone to please sign the meeting
attendance sheet and then asked for new business.
Tom Burleson, Sr., reported that he gave a lecture on
meteors to a local HS (Tullahoma, TN) and afterwards
went out to observe the Perseids.
At 8:00 pm, the business meeting adjourned and Dr.
Jack Fix lectured on Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars.

VBAS Social hour was from 7:00 pm to 7:35 pm.
At 7:35, John Young, VBAS President, called the business meeting to order. Guest and new members were
asked to introduce themselves. VBAS had 4 guests and
they are as follows: Dave Bastien, John Johnson, Rick
Newman and Ashley Campbell.
John announced he would like to read and approve
the previous months member’s meeting minutes starting
with the next member’s meeting.
The Treasurer’s report was not available to read or
approve.
Jeﬀ Delmas, Committee Chair for Fundraising, reported receiving a contribution of $200.00 from DESE
Research, Inc. He also reported making contact with
Lockheed for a potential donation. He asked that anyone
working for a company that has a community grant program please contact him so donations can be sought.
Jeﬀ also reported on the progress of the Swanson 21
inch telescope. The lengthy cable that was a problem is
now shortened and both RA and DEC motors are working
fine. The next step is to get the software running correctly.
The next work session is Sunday, August 17, at 3:30 pm.
Anyone wanting to get involved is welcome. John Young
named the members that are already assisting in the Swanson 21” work sessions. Jeﬀ mentioned that the C16 maintenance will come next.
Jeﬀ congratulated Tom Burleson, Sr., who recently
completed his Messier Certificate.
Doug Horacek, the VBAS Resident Astronomer, reported that there will be a monthly observing program
starting this fall. He asked members to give input as to
whether they prefer a regular night of the month or a
night during the new moon. His intention is to have an
Respectfully submitted,
indoor backup plan if the scheduled night is overcast.
Doug also reported working with VBAS Student Di- Terry Owens, VBAS Librarian
rector, David Lofts, to try to get younger people more
involved with observing at VBAS.
Doug announced that opportunities are available on
Wednesday and Saturday nights for members to train on
the C16.
John announced that Eric Peterson, VBAS Facility
Director, has resigned. Richard Norman has been appointed to head the nominating committee to find a replacement.
VBAS Education Director, Melissa Snider, reported
that school shows will be starting up soon and will continue through to spring. She will also do short programs
for Scouts on Saturday mornings. Training is provided for
anyone interested in helping with this endeavor. The up-
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Contributions to Via Stellaris
We welcome contributions to our newsletter
that may be of interest to the astronomical community. Contributions are best sent by email to
Steve Sloan at editor1@vbas.org. If you don’t
have access to email, you can send articles in either Word or ASCII format to Steve at 2110 Villaret Dr, Huntsville, AL 35803.
Membership and Renewal
The VBAS currently has four categories of
membership. All four include free admission to
the planetarium shows; subscription to this newsletter; membership in the Astronomical League;
and use of VBAS library and equipment. The
four categories of membership, and the dues for
each, are: REGULAR at $24.00 per year, FAMILY at $36.00 per year, STUDENT (must be fulltime student) at $12.00 per year, and LIFE at
$500.00. Newsletter Only is also available for
$12.00 per year. Membership renewal occurs for
all members annually on March 1st.
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All VBAS memberships came up for renewal
on March 1, 2008. If you have questions regarding membership, please contact Gerry Conrad.
Please send your renewal to the Membership
Secretary at VBAS, P.O. Box 1142, Huntsville,
AL 35807. Make checks payable to the Von
Braun Astronomical Society. If your mailing or
email address changes, please report the new address promptly to the Membership Secretary,
Gerry Conrad, at conrad1908@knology.net or
722-8212, to avoid missing issues of Via Stellaris.
Reprints
Permission is hereby granted to any nonprofit astronomical association to reprint, in
whole or in part, any article in this or past Via
Stellaris. We ask that credit be given to the Via
Stellaris, Von Braun Astronomical Society, date
of issue, and author of article used.

Via Stellaris
A Publication of the
Von Braun Astronomical Society
A Member of the Astronomical League
P. O. Box 1142
Huntsville, AL 35807-1142

VBAS

Address Service Requested

We are trying to limit the paper copies we generate, to save costs, clutter, and a lot of
work for everyone. If you would like to receive your newsletter electronica!y, please
send your email address to editor1@vbas.org, and let me know.
Steve Sloan, Via Ste!aris editor

